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Background: An animal’s behavioral strategies are often constrained by Addresses: Centre for Computational
Neuroscience and Robotics, School ofits evolutionary history and the resources available to it. Artificial evolution
Biological Sciences, University of Sussex,allows one to manipulate such constraints and explore how they influence
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evolved strategies. Here we compare the navigational strategies of flying
insects with those of artificially evolved “animats” endowed with various
motor architectures. Using evolutionary algorithms, we generated artificial Correspondence: Kyran Dale
E-mail: kyrand@cogs.sussex.ac.ukneural networks that controlled a virtual animat’s navigation within a 2D,
simulated world. Like a flying insect, the animat possessed motors that
Received: 20 April 2001generated thrust and torque, a compass, and visual sensors. Some animats
Revised: 14 June 2001were limited to forward motion, while others could also move sideways.
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Animats were selected for the precision with which they reached a target
specified by a visual landmark. Published: 4 September 2001
Results: Animats given sideways motors could alter flight direction without Current Biology 2001, 11:1305–1316
changing body orientation and evolved strategies similar to those of flying
0960-9822/01/$ – see front matterbees or wasps performing the same task. Both animats and insects first
 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.aimed at the landmark. In the last phase, both adopted a fixed body
orientation and adjusted their position to keep the landmark at a fixed retinal
location. Animats unable to uncouple flight direction and body orientation
evolved subtly different strategies and performed less robustly.
Conclusions: This convergence between the navigational strategies of
animals and animats suggests that the insect’s strategies are primarily an
adaptation to the demands of using visual information and compass direction
to reach a position in space and that they are not significantly compromised
by the insect’s evolutionary history.
Background prejudices [8, 9, 10]. They can be too complex or uncon-
ventional for a human designer to contemplate [11].In many attempts to model behavior, the modeler’s aim
is to explain a set of data in terms of neural mechanisms
We have examined the behavior that evolves to enableand to predict new phenomena. Modeling behavior
an animat to navigate to a goal that is situated close to athrough artificial evolution is a different enterprise. The
landmark, and we have compared the animat’s solutionstarting point is not behavioral data but rather a behavioral
with the way in which flying wasps and bees perform atask and a biologically plausible set of “building blocks”
similar task. We find a remarkable convergence betweenthat is fashioned through artificial evolution and selection
the solutions of animats evolved from different initialinto an artificial animal, or “animat” [1] that performs
conditions and between animats and real insects. Thisthe task. Any of the animat’s characteristics—its sensors,
tells us that the overriding constraints determining thecontrol systems, or motors—can be either predefined or
insect’s solution are imposed by the task rather than byallowed to evolve [2, 3, 4].
the insects’ evolutionary history. Historical contingencies
have not hampered the insect’s search for good solutions.
Given an artificially evolved system that successfully
solves a behavioral problem, one can then analyze both Insect strategies
how the animat performs the task and the details of the In a typical experiment a wasp or a honeybee learns to
artificial neural network (ANN) that generates the animat’s collect sucrose from an inconspicuous feeder that is placed
behavior [5, 6, 7]. Unlike a conventionalmodel, an evolved close to a black cylinder that indicates the location of the
model provides both a set of behavioral data and an expla- feeder (Figure 1). An insect familiar with the situation
nation of that data, so it allows one to approach questions searches in the appropriate location relative to the land-
that may be difficult to tackle in other ways. Evolutionary mark when the feeder is removed and the landmark is
modeling also differs in another important respect; the shifted. The insect uses at least three distinct strategies
solutions that evolution reaches are not limited by human during its approach to the feeding site ([12]; Figure 1).
The first is to aim at the landmark and treat it as aningenuity and are relatively uncontaminated by human
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Figure 1 (ANNs), each of which was embedded in an animat [6,
20, 21] and connected to its simulated sensors and motors.
The animat evolved in software to perform a navigational
task in 2D that was broadly similar to that shown in Figure
1. We analyzed the animat’s behavior and the neural con-
trol systems mediating it. Two classes of animat have
been developed. One, which we term “wasplike,” has the
potential to move both forward and sideways and so to
vary the angle between its direction of travel and its body
axis. We demonstrate the advantages that this animat has
over the class of “antlike” animats that can turn but are
compelled to move along the direction of their body axis.
Results and discussion
Simulation details
The animat obtains visual information about its simulated
2D world through a ring of 30 visual sensors (V0–V29), eachThe consistency of a wasp’s approach flights to a feeder is illustrated
of which reports the degree to which its 12 horizontalby four approaches and landings performed by one wasp. Blobs
indicate the wasp’s head, and the dash indicates the compass direction field is occluded by a circular, dark landmark (Figure 2a).
of its body axis—the same convention applies to the animats in later The animat also monitors the direction in which it faces
figures. In each approach, the wasp aims at the landmark (•) before through four sensors that monitor compass direction.flying to the feeder (), where it adopts a consistent heading that
Thus, like insects, the animat knows its orientation ()remains the same throughout many approaches. Consequently, the
landmark always takes up the same retinal position when the wasp and the position of a landmark edge on its retina ().
is at the feeder. Data from [28].
It moves by using two or three sets of motors that develop
thrust about a vertical axis. Each set consists of two inde-
pendently controllable motors on a common axis. In theattractive beacon that can draw the insect from a wide
antlike animat the two sets develop forward thrust andarea [13, 14]. The second stage occurs when the insect is
also torque, when the net thrust of the motors on eachclose to the beacon. The insect must then relinquish
side is unbalanced. Thewasplike animat also has two pairsfixation of the beacon, which fills a large part of its visual
of motors that generate forward thrust (F) and torque. Itfield, and move toward the goal. It seems likely that an
has in addition a third pair of motors, one of which devel-appropriate compass direction becomes associated with a
ops thrust to the animat’s left (SL) and one to its rightclose-up view of the beacon [12]. In the last phase of its
(SR); neither has a torque component. We have ignoredapproach, the insect performs a kind of image matching
the inertial properties of the animat. Viscous resistancethat takes it to the goal [15, 16]. Much behavioral data
predominates in small flying insects so that, to a firstcan be understood on the assumption that the insect has
approximation, steady state velocity is proportional topreviously stored a view of the landmark from the goal
thrust [22].when facing in a particular compass direction and that
during the final phase it moves to regain the stored view
We added substantial amounts of noise to the outputs ofand thus the position of the goal. During this phase, the
both the sensors and themotors bymultiplying the outputinsect adopts a constant orientation that remains fixed
signals by an amount that varied randomly between 1.5over many approaches, and it adjusts its position so that
and 1.5 in the case of visual sensors, between 1.15the landmark falls on the right area of retina [12, 17].
and1.15 for compass neurons, and from1.25 to1.25Since the insect’s orientation is fixed, this docking proce-
for the motors. With this amount of noise, continuousdure often involves it having a sideways as well as a
sensory feedback is essential for controlled behavior. Thisforward component to its flight. The insect’s ability to
intrinsic noise changed at each time step. Evolutionaryuncouple the direction in which it moves from the direc-
runs were also conducted in the presence of simulatedtion in which it faces allows its landmark guidance system
wind that superimposed slower translational perturbationsto operate entirely with translational controllers and for
on the motor output. In these runs a wind of randomlythe insect to rely upon an independent system to govern
chosen direction and amplitude (between 0.15 and 0.5 ofrotation. It thereby reduces the dimensionality of the
the animat’s maximum thrust) lasted for a randomly cho-problem of image matching.
sen duration between 0 and 15 time steps.
Evolved strategies
The animat was controlled by a recurrent ANN that wasWe used an evolutionary algorithm [18, 19] to transform
a population of randomly wired artificial neural networks updated continuously with the following state equation
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Figure 2
Components of the animat and a schematic
of the evolutionary algorithm that generates
it. (a) Motors developing forward thrust are
indicated by forward-pointing arrows; motors
developing sideways thrust are indicated by
sideways-pointing arrows. Diamonds show
sensors of compass direction with sample
stimulus-response curves on the right. (b)
Evolutionary algorithm: each genome of the
starting population is decoded (right) to form
an ANN. The ANN is then embedded in an
animat, whose fitness is assessed. Splicing
the genomes of two fitter members of the
population generates offspring. Genetic
variation is introduced by mutation, insertion,
deletion, and single-point crossover.
[6, 23–25]: from other neurons and from itself. Nsm is the number
of input connections to i from sensors and motors. Ij is
the intensity of the jth input to i, yj is the activation statei
dyi
dt
 yi  
Nn
j  1
wji(yj  j)  
Nsm
j  1
wjiIj
of neuron j, j is a negative-bias term, and wji is the connec-
tion strength from the jth to the ith neuron. (x) is a sigmoid
(x) 
1
1  ex function, mapping the activation of a neuron to its output.
where yi is the activation state of neuron i and i its time
constant. Nn is the number of input connections to i both ANNs capable of controlling the animat’s path to the
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Figure 3
Evolved navigational strategies of wasplike
animats. (a) The task and three sample
trajectories. The animat is released randomly
on a circle 100 du from the center of the
landmark (circle) and is selected to pass as
close as possible to the goal (X). The
trajectory divides naturally into different
phases (P1–P4). In P1, the animat fixes the
left edge of the landmark with its frontal retina.
P2 and P3 occur when the animat is both
inside and exiting the landmark. In P4, the
animat maintains a constant orientation ()
and fixes the bottom edge of the landmark ()
with the back of its eye. Keeping  and 
constant at the appropriate values fixes a line
between landmark and goal. (b) Plot of 
against  for the three trajectories in (a). Each
trajectory has a different symbol and is
labeled N, E, or S according to the release
point on the starting circle. The two spirals
show values of  and  that will maintain a line
to the goal for the two edges of the landmark.
(c) - plots for two further wasplike animats
show that all three animats have evolved the
same basic strategies.
goal were evolved from small (approximately 3–5 units), scores, then an evolutionary search should be able to
progress through regions of increasing fitness.sparsely and randomly connected ANNs, with no more
than four links per neuron. The ANN was encoded by a
single string of numbers containing a sequence of genes. We chose as a fitness function a measure of the closest
Each gene encoded a single neuron’s properties, namely distance to the goal that the animat reached within a set
its type (motor or interneuron); the activation threshold time, or, in some runs, its stopping distance from the goal.
(, which ranged between 0 and 1); its time constant (, The use of proximity as a measure of fitness means that
ranged between 0.5 and 16); the links that it made with a score can be given to any animat, from an incompetent
sensors, motors, and other neurons; and the strength or novice to an expert, so that the same, simple selection
weight of each connection (w, which ranged between 1 criterion can be applied throughout the evolutionary
and 1, from inhibition to excitation). process.
The set of all possible ANNs is represented by a set of The evolutionary algorithm used is illustrated in Figure
strings, or a vector space, with a fitness score associated 2b. Each member of some starting population P1, P2…..Pn
with each vector. Selection acts to find strings implement- is assessed for its fitness on the navigational task. The
ing good solutions that attract high fitness scores. Roughly strings, or genomes, of two members selected by chance,
with a bias in favor of those with relatively high scores,speaking, so long as similar vectors have similar fitness
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Figure 4
Navigational strategies of an animat evolved
in an environment with five landmarks. (a)
Four trajectories from different directions. (b)
- plot of one landmark edge, as shown by
the dashed line in (a). During P4, data points
cluster on the spiral as in Figure 3b. This plot
is a simplification. In fact, several landmark
edges help control P4.
are recombined via crossover at a single point. Two strings 40,000 and 100,000 such cycles, with runs stopping if no
significant change in fitness was seen over the final 10,000result, one of which is chosen at random as an offspring
cycles.(O) for the next generation. Heritable variation is intro-
duced into the population by (a) low-frequency, single-
point mutations (approximately three per genome) and The trajectories and navigational strategies
(b) a 2% probability of inserting or deleting a “gene” of wasplike animats
coding for a neuron and its links. O is then decoded, its We limit the discussion of this section to the five highest
fitness is assessed, and it replaces a weaker member of scoring, wasplike animats that resulted from a total of 20
evolutionary runs in which the animat’s task was to navi-the population. Evolutionary runs consisted of between
Figure 5
Trajectories at different evolutionary stages.
The three trajectories shown in (a) and (b)
capture the performance of the fittest animat
in the population after large increases in
population fitness. (a) Animats evolved to
perform the standard task (as in Figure 3).
At 2000 life cycles, the animat aims at the
landmark and fixes its right-hand edge. After
reaching the landmark, the animat circles
around it. By 10,000 life cycles, P4 has partly
emerged: retinal position () is fixed, but
orientation () is not. At 40,000 life cycles,
P4 is fully established. (b) Animat evolved, as
in Figure 6b, from starting positions close to
the goal. In this case no beacon aiming is seen.
At 2000 life cycles, the animat faces in
different compass directions when it is started
from north and south, and it uses a sideways-
left motor to reach the vicinity of the goal. By
20,000 life cycles, trajectories from the north
end close to the goal, with  and  under
partial control. Trajectories from the south
are less precise. P4 is fully established for all
starting positions by 80,000 life cycles.
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Figure 6
Navigational strategies that evolved when
animats with sideways motors were released
at starting points that were either equidistant
from the landmark and goal or were closer
to the goal than to the landmark. Animats were
selected in windy conditions to stop at the
target. (a) A single trajectory from one animat
shows the starting zone (thin gray rectangle).
The - plot shows three trajectories from
three different starting positions. In this
evolutionary run the animats were oriented to
face the landmark at the start of each
trajectory. (b) Plots from another animat that
was randomly oriented at the start of each
trajectory. S shows the starting point of a
trajectory, and X shows the goal. In both
these examples, and others not shown, the
animat follows a line from landmark to goal,
and it exhibits the same navigational strategy
in P4 as do animats evolved from more
distant release points.
gate to a goal at 30 distance units (du) from the center of entering the landmark. The inclusion of this constraint
a landmark (Figure 3a). At the start of each trial, the would have complicated the fitness function and perhaps
animat was placed randomly on a circle of radius 100 du biased the evolved strategies. The solutions reached by
that was centered on the goal. For these evolutionary runs some evolutionary runs involved a phase inside the land-
the animat initially faced the landmark. This condition mark (e.g., Figure 3a), but in other runs the evolved animats
is not essential, and similar strategies are found when always remained outside (e.g., Figures 6 and 10). In this
animats start each trial facing in a randomly chosen direc- second phase neither  nor  were controlled. Deprived
tion (see Figure 6). Although each run began with a differ- of any visual signal, an intrinsically active left motor (L1)
ent random starting population of 50 animats, the best caused the animat of Figure 3a to rotate until it faced in
animats developed similar navigational strategies. In some a direction that excited a compass sensor that was con-
less successful evolutionary runs, animats became trapped nected to a sideways motor. The resulting sideways mo-
on local fitness peaks and used less effective strategies. tion carried the animat out of the landmark. In phase 3,
the animat fixated the right landmark edge with sensor
V11, which lies toward the back of the eye. Fixation, com-Trajectories divide naturally into four phases (P1–P4). In
bined with continuing sideways motion, caused the an-the first phase, the animat, like real wasps and bees, moves
imat to pivot clockwise about the landmark. When thetoward the landmark. In the three examples shown (Fig-
animat faced in a northwesterly direction, an additionalure 3a), the animat controls its approach by keeping the
control system was engaged that kept both  and  con-right edge of the landmark onV1, irrespective of its starting
stant and thus held the animat to a line that connectedpoint. Edge-position, , is thus a maintained variable,
the landmark to the goal. This last phase, with both but the animat’s orientation, , is not. Beacon aiming
and  fixed, resembles to some extent the imagematchingsimplifies the control of subsequent phases of the trajec-
proposed for wasps.tory. From all starting points the trajectories converge
onto the north half of the landmark, after which they can
coincide. Phases 1 and 4 of the trajectories are clearly visible in the
state-space plot of  against  (Figure 3b), with  shown
circumferentially and  shown radially. The first phase,Unlike real wasps, the animat was not prevented from
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Figure 7
Neural networks mediating P4 in wasplike animats that were evolved an animat displaced to different grid points. The animat was fixed at
under one of three different conditions. (ai) Selected to pass close a grid point facing directly away from the landmark, and the direction
to goal. (aii) As in (ai) but also subjected to random winds. (aiii) in which it was heading was plotted after its rotational position had
Selected to stop at the goal. (b) The effect of wind on an animat’s stabilized. The animat tends to head toward the line to the goal from
trajectory. Wind is indicated by gray arrowheads. (c) Vector plot of release points over a wide area.
in which the landmark edge is fixated frontally, lies along The main features of the - plots from separate evolu-
the horizontal axis of the plot to the right of the center. tionary runs are strikingly similar (Figure 3c), indicating
The clusters formed by the three trajectories are smeared that the same navigational strategies emerge repeatedly.
quite widely radially, reflecting the lack of any active Moreover, animats that evolved in an environment with
control of . more landmarks have analogous trajectories and - plots,
indicating that these navigational strategies are not a spe-
cific adaptation to a single landmark (Figure 4). AlthoughPhase 4, in which the animat travels the line from the
the trajectories are initially aimed at different landmarkslandmark to the goal with the landmark image held on
depending on the animat’s starting position, they con-the back of the retina, is represented by a single point
verge on the same point in - space.in the state space on which all three trajectories have
converged. If  and  are fixed jointly to carry the animat
along a line to the goal, then for each possible value of 
History or geometry?there is a single corresponding value of . The loci of
these pairs lie on the spiral superimposed onto the - In the situation illustrated in Figure 3, the starting point
plot. A tight cluster of data points on the spiral can thus of each trajectory is sufficiently distant from both land-
be taken as a characteristic signature of the strategy em- mark and goal that an animat can gain fitness just by
ployed in phase 4. aiming at the landmark. A possible scenario is that, in the
early stages of its evolution, the animat first develops a
control system for aiming at the landmark. It can thenThe attractors of phases 1 and 4 are well separated in -
increase fitness further by travelling from the landmarkspace. In this simple task, the transition from one phase
to the goal. In Figure 5 are shown examples of the trajecto-to the next is accomplished without priming or inhibitory
ries of a typical wasplike animat at three evolutionarylinks between the separate controllers of the different
stages (Figure 5). The earliest identifiable strategyphases. Switching between strategies happens automati-
emerges after about 2000 life cycles. The animat aimscally and reactively as a consequence of the animat’s loca-
tion in - space. successfully at the beacon, but on reaching the beacon
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Figure 8
Performance of the best antlike animat evolved in the absence of wind. controls the path from landmark to goal. The thick dashed line between
(a) Two trajectories. Note the frequent change of orientation landmark and animat is the animat’s bearing when it is on the line
throughout the trajectory. (b) - plot. The oscillating orientation during E-X. The thinner lines give the animat’s most northerly (CB1) and
the last phase of the trajectory is reflected in a much broader southerly (CB2) bearings. See the text for further description.
clustering of points than in Figure 3. (c) The neural network that
the animat can only circle around it. It takes about 40,000 Neural control circuits
life cycles before phase 4 is fully established. The - plots suggest that several distinct control systems
are involved in guiding the animat. By disabling individual
units in the ANN, the subset of units essential for eachDoes this evolutionary series mean that moving along the
control system can be identified. Because each subsetline from landmark to goal is more a consequence of
turns out to be small, its operation is relatively easy tohistory than of the intrinsic benefits of jointly fixing 
understand in terms of the activity of the individual unitsand ? To answer this question, we evolved standard
within it.We briefly discuss the control system that under-wasplike animats from a starting position in which the
lies phase 4, during which the animat moves from land-distance to the goal was always equal or less than the
mark to goal. Although the ANNs differ in detail betweendistance to the landmark (Figure 6). In this case aiming
evolutionary runs, the basic principles of their operationat the landmark cannot by itself increase fitness and guide
the initial stages of evolution. are constant. We start with the system that developed for
coping with sensor and motor noise. We show how this
system changes when animats are selected for the addi-The trajectories and - plots of animats evolved under
tional competence of navigating in strong winds. Lastly,these conditions (Figure 6) reveal that in many instances
we describe the extra control device that evolved in ani-the animat started by turning toward and moving a little
mats that were selected to stop at the goal.way in the direction of the landmark. Thus, there was a
component of beacon aiming even though it did not di-
The networks for all three variants consist of direct con-rectly improve the animat’s fitness. Its function was to
nections from sensors to motor neurons with no interven-help position the animat for later stages of the trajectory.
ing or modulating interneurons (Figure 7). Two inter-The animat’s behavior in phase 4 closely resembles that
locking control systems maintain  and  within thedepicted in Figure 3. Keeping  and  constant as in
Figure 3, the animat approached the goal on a direct line PHASE 4 attractor on the - plot. The simpler system
from the landmark. is that controlling . With no wind, two motorneurons,
acting in tandem, fix the left edge of the landmark on
visual sensor 17 (V17). The forward motor neuron, L2, isSnapshots of trajectories from another animat that evolved
constantly active and, if unchecked, will cause the animatunder the same conditions as those of Figure 6b show
to rotate clockwise, which will bring the landmark intothat phase 4 is established by 80,000 life cycles without
the field of view of V17. This tendency is counteracteda preceding phase of beacon aiming (Figure 5b). The
by a motorneuron, R12SR, that is activated by V17 andsame strategies thus emerge from quite different starting
causes counterclockwise rotation. The action of R12SRpoints. We conclude that the evolved solution is deter-
is self-limiting; counterclockwise rotation shifts the land-mined primarily by the nature of the task and may be
reached via different evolutionary pathways. mark away from V17, deactivating R12SR so that clockwise
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Figure 9rotation resumes. This visual fixating mechanism is just
a rotational controller and cannot prevent the animat from
drifting away from the direct line from landmark to goal.
The two motorneurons responsible for the action of the
visual control system drive the animat primarily westward,
but there is also a slight northerly component to themove-
ment. Were this northward tendency to be left uncor-
rected, the animat would gradually turn away from the
direct line to the goal. Any such drift is prevented by a
separate, compass-driven system that consists of a side-
ways motor, SL, which is activated by a north-sensitive
compass unit (N). When the animat begins to turn into
a slightly more northerly radius from the landmark, SL
is activated and drives the animat southwards.
Note that, although the compass-driven response is
caused by a rotational error, the output of the compass
system influences only sideways motors and is thus purely
translational. Errors in  are detected through the compass
system, but they can only be eliminated with the aid of
the visual control loop. The two loops acting in concert
are needed to keep the animat on the line from landmark
to goal. Specifically, an error in  induces a translational
reaction that leads to a shift in . This visual error causes
the animat to reorient so that  is restored to the desired
value and  is thereby corrected. Allotting the motor con-
trol of translation and rotation to separate systems is likely
to prevent interference between the two. The operation
of these systems differs from what is proposed for wasps,
in which a compass mechanism is thought to control the
insect’s orientation in azimuth and a visually guided trans-
lational system is thought to control the position of the
landmark on the retina. The feature in common between
wasps and animats is that separate sensory inputs control
rotation and translation.
This animat has no means of resisting sustained winds
that may drive it southward. With further selection in
windy conditions, the control system mediating phase 4
A comparison of the performance of the best antlike and wasplikewas enhanced. The network acquired a new inhibitory
animats out of 20 evolutionary runs of each type. Animats were
input from N to a separate, sideways motorneuron SR evolved in wind to stop at the goal. 20,000 trajectories from each
(Figure 7aii), which enabled the animat to resist a push animat were recorded in random wind conditions. Those segments
of the paths that fell within 10 du of the goal are superimposed onto the south. When the animat is driven onto a more
the plot with a gray-level scale to show the frequency with whichsoutherly radius from the landmark, SR is disinhibited, each pixel is visited. (a) Antlike trajectories. Few of the trajectories
and the animat moves northward. This upgraded control follow the line to the goal. The cross shows the animat’s ability under
favorable winds to stop at the right distance or to take the correctsystem can compensate for drift in any direction (Fig-
trajectory. (b) The performance of the wasplike animat is stableure 7c).
despite winds. The area in which trajectories are recorded is shown
by a dashed circle in the diagram of landmark and goal.
The network in Figure 7ai was selected to pass through
the goal with no advantage given to stopping there. When
selection was continued with the same line of animats,
with stopping-at-the-goal used as an additional fitness on the retina, again much like the case in real insects [12,
criterion, the ANNs evolved one extra link and used an 16]. With V15 and V18 excited, L1 and R12 are both acti-
additional visual sensor. Stopping was achieved by means vated and the animat moves forward. At the goal position,
the apparent width of the landmark becomes too small toof a gauge that assessed the width of the landmark imaged
Figure 10
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excite both sensors at once. Turning a little, the animat with CB2. Once the animat has moved south of the line
places the landmark between the sensors. All motors are E-X, the landmark falls from view, and the animat again
deprived of input, and the animat comes to a stop. turns to the north.
This strategy is less precise than those evolved by wasp-These examples emphasize that the animat is able to
like animats, which have the capacity to move sideways.adapt its control systems to cope with slight changes in
The superiority of wasplike over antlike motor architec-the task and that, in finding a stable solution, the animat
tures is especially clear in animats that were evolved inhas not become stuck in an evolutionary cul-de-sac.
simulated wind to stop at the goal. The wasplike animat
stops within a few du of the goal, whereas the antlikeAntlike solutions
animat has a broad stopping area that depends on theLess efficient navigational strategies are evolved by antlike
strength and direction of the wind (Figure 9).animats that do not have the capacity to move sideways.
We illustrate the behavior of the fittest antlike animat to
Evolving motor architecturesemerge and compare it with its wasplike counterpart in
If animats can select the arrangement of their motors asorder to show that the evolved solution is sensitive not
well as the circuits that control them, do they evolveonly to the task the animat must perform but also to the
the ability to move sideways? To answer this question,resources that the animat is given. The antlike animat,
animats were evolved as before apart from changes to thelike the wasplike ones, begins its approach by aiming
arrangement of the motors. A motor was attached to eachat the beacon. The major difference occurs in the final
end of four virtual axles and generated thrust perpendicu-trajectory phase (Figure 8), during which the animat’s
lar to that axle (Figure 10a). At the start of an evolutionaryorientation oscillates between the compass bearings CB1
run, all four axles were aligned so that thrust was entirelyand CB2 as it travels along the line from landmark to goal
forward. Selection was free to alter the orientation of each(Figure 8c). This oscillation is seen in the - plot of
axle in steps of about 20. What angles were chosen?Figure 8b as a much broader spread of  and  than is
found in the - plots of Figure 3. It occurs because 
In the three best-scoring animats obtained from ten evolu-and  are both maintained by rotational adjustments, as
tionary runs in wind, the axles have in each case divergedcan be seen from the network that mediates the last phase
from their starting orientation and from each other, givingof the approach (Figure 8c).
a strong sideways component to the motion of all three
animats (Figure 10b). Although the motor architecturesThe network is organized as follows: visual sensor 15 at
are very different from the standard wasplike one in Fig-the back of the eye and a compass sensor (N) have inhibi-
ure 2 and differ from each other, the animats still movetory links to neuron H. H in turn excites left-hand motors
in a fixed orientation on the line from landmark to goal1 and 2 (L1, L2). N also has a direct excitatory link to
and so generate single clusters on the - plots. The sameone right-hand motor (R). The long time constant of R
navigational strategies are employed even though themeans that the motor is on continuously during this last
changedmotor architecturemeans that the control circuitsphase of the trajectory. Changes in the animat’s orienta-
implementing these strategies must differ in detail.tion are caused entirely by the varying input to L1 and
L2 (Figure 8c). Suppose that the animat faces along the
Conclusionsdirection of CB2 below the line E-X. The compass input
The similarities between the navigational strategies ofto H is then weak, and V15 receives no input. In conse-
real insects and those of animats that were generatedquence, L1 and L2 are activated, and the animat turns
through evolutionary algorithms suggest that these strate-northward until it is parallel to the line CB1. At this point
gies are primarily an adaptation to the demands of usingfurther turning is prevented by the increased input to N.
vision and compass information to fix a position in spaceOnce the animat has moved above the line E-X, the right-
and are not significantly compromised by historical con-hand edge of the landmark is seen by V15. Added to that
straints [26]. Animats end up with the same basic strate-fromN, the resulting inhibition fromV15 reduces the input
gies when they evolve from different starting conditions,to L1 and L2 so that the animat starts to turn southward.
whether the environment contains one landmark or sev-As the animat turns, V15 sees more of the landmark, so
eral landmarks, and when motor architectures differ sothat H is further inhibited. This inhibition means that
the animat continues to turn southward until it is aligned that the circuits controlling the motors must also differ.
Evolving motor architectures. (a) Starting conditions. All four pairs of as well as forward. All have evolved the same basic strategies of
motors have forward thrust. (b) Motor directions, some sample approaching the landmark and fixing  and  when traveling from
trajectories, and - plots from the three best scoring animats out of the landmark to the goal.
ten runs. All animats have divergent axles and so can move sideways
1316 Current Biology Vol 11 No 17
Intelligence, Simulation and Planning. Los Alamitos, California:The different solutions generated by animats with wasp-
IEEE Press, 1992:139-146.
like or antlike motor architectures indicate that the 10. Floreano D: Reducing human design and increasing adaptivity
in evolutionary robotics. In Evolutionary Robotics. Edited byevolved navigational strategies change with the resources
Gomi T. Ontario, Canada: AAI Books; 1997:187-220.that are available to the animat. The enhanced neural 11. Thompson A: Hardware Evolution: Automatic Design of Electronic
Circuits in Reconfigurable Hardware by Artificial Evolution.control system that results from subjecting the animat to
Heidelberg, Germany: Springer-Verlag; 1998.simulated wind shows that the evolved animats are also
12. Collett TS, Rees JA: View-based navigation in hymenoptera:
sensitive to the detailed demands of the task for which multiple strategies of landmark guidance in the approach
to a feeder. J Comp Physiol A 1997, 181:47-58.they have been selected. Artificial evolution directed by
13. von Frisch K: The Dance Language and Orientation of Bees. London,selection is evidently a powerful method for solving navi- United Kingdom: Oxford University Press; 1967.
14. Chittka L, Kunze J, Shipman C, Buchmann SL: The significance ofgational problems. It provides robust solutions that are
landmarks for path integration in homing honeybeewell adapted both to the resources available to the animat foragers. Naturwiss 1995, 82:341-343.
and to the requirements of the task. 15. Wehner R, Ra¨ber F: Visual spatial memory in desert ants,
Cataglyphis fortis (Hymenoptera Formicidae). Experientia
1979, 35:1569-1571.
For understanding insect behavior more generally, per- 16. Cartwright BA, Collett TS: Landmark learning in bees:
experiments and models. J Comp Physiol 1983, 151:521-543.haps the most interesting detail of the animat’s evolved
17. Collett TS, Baron J: Biological compasses and the coordinatebehavior and the underlying control systems is its modu- frame of landmark memories in honeybees. Nature 1994,
larity [27]. A simple task has been subdivided and par- 368:37-140.
18. Holland J: Adaptation in Natural and Artificial Systems. Ann Arbor,celed into distinct behavioral phaseswith a separate neural
Michigan: University of Michigan Press; 1975.
controller associatedwith each phase. In this sense, behav- 19. Goldberg DE: Genetic Algorithms in Search, Optimization and
Machine Learning. Reading, Massachusetts: Addison Wesley;ioral and neural modulesmap onto each other. Thismodu-
1989.larity may in part account for the ease with which the 20. Nolfi S, Floreano D, Miglino O, Mondada F: How to evolve
autonomous robots: different approaches in evolutionarysystem evolves new adaptive solutions when it is faced
robotics. In Proceedings of the Fourth International Conference onwith additional task requirements—strongly aided, of
Artificial Life. Edited by Brooks RA and Maes P. Cambridge,
course, by the biologically uncharacteristic one-to-one Massachusetts: MIT Press; 1994:122-133.
21. Harvey I, Husbands P, Cliff D, Thompson A, Jakobi N: Evolutionarymapping between the genome and the neural network.
robotics: the Sussex approach. Robotics and autonomous
systems 1997, 20:205-224.
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